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ABILITY BEYOND SIGHT ANNOUNCES NEW BOARD MEMBER
The staff and current board of Ability Beyond Sight are happy to welcome new board member Daniel
Romero (Vice Chair).
Ability Beyond Sight is working hard to extend its reach and include engaging new community leaders to
promote and support positive opportunities for massage therapists who just happen to be visually impaired.
Daniel Romero is an entrepreneur and an accomplished visionary man without sight. His passion for life
is admirable, coupled with the drive and enthusiasm required to propel himself into stardom. Born in
Paterson, New Jersey. He ventured out, in much of his youth, into the world...traveling from state to state.
He was a brave and fearless passenger unafraid of the unknown; he flew solo on his first flight at the age
of fourteen proving to family and friends that the world, rather sight unseen or not, is an oyster.
It was a local celebrity and a toy FM microphone that ignited the spark, which propelled the dream that
solidified the success of Daniel becoming an on-air personality. This dream fulfilled catapulted him into
the radio world. Because he became fully aware of his destiny at such an early age, it is no surprise that,
Daniel Romero began his own successful internet radio show. He has also hosted several successful internet
radio shows including some of the internet’s top 40 radio stations. Daniel elevated his career to engage the
political arena in outlets such as nonpartisan news networks. He is an on air content creator, podcast host,
music producer, song writer, voice over and manager of Breakbound Media, which is a non-profit
multimedia company that supports people with disabilities through media activism.
“We all have strengths and talents which we can offer. Take time to listen – understand and don’t fear or
judge what you don’t understand” added Romero. Daniel, being cognizant of the barriers placed on the
blind and visually impaired, is determined to make a declaration to the world that individuals who are
visually impaired can maneuver in this world just as those with sight. The stigma will be altered and Daniel
is the activist to revise and diversify the landscape for all people with disabilities.
Ability Beyond Sight is an ambitious model of action; bringing the largest pool of unemployed Americans
fully within the scope of opportunity. ABS seeks to challenge the limits of what is deemed possible for
adults who are visually impaired and strives for a “no boundaries” quality of life; promoting equal access
to integrated employment.
For more information about Ability Beyond Sight call 201-410-6755 or visit www.abs11.org
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